
Enter the lair of the seductive and dangerous Medusa where large treasures await. The Gorgon is not
alone though, with numerous rivals challenging the snake-haired beauty. Medusa Hot 1 provides

varied and highly potent gameplay, packaged in an attractive modern version of the proven Greek
mythology theme. All focus is on the Bonus symbol, which can trigger 3 different Respin features and
the Free Spin feature, while providing additional spins and sticky symbols in the Feature. During the
Free Spins, Medusa will face down a horde of challengers that take over the Sticky symbols. As she
turns them to dust another stronger opponent takes their place, with the win potential building

higher as she progresses. The �nal Free Spin is the Hot 1, where Medusa herself appears as a x2 Wild.
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Global release

SEPTEMBER 27,
2021

RTP

96,21%
HIT Frequency

39,85%
Volatility

HIGH
Default Max win

228.740 €



Paylines

15
Default bet size

1 €
Default bet range

0,20 € - 40 €
Default coin range

0,01 - 20

Default max
multiplier

X 5 719

Key selling points

A modern take on a traditional high volatility lines game. All game elements have been designed
to convey to players that large wins are possible, especially in the Free Spins.

Attractive take on the Greek mythology theme, with Medusa herself centre stage and a host of
other characters making appearances.

Focussed gameplay with a single ‘chase’ symbol. The single Bonus symbol, depending on number
and game state, triggers all features and adds high paying functionality in the Free Spins

Optimised for mobile portrait with tall character symbols which are eye-catching and become key
during the Free Spins.
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Free Spins builds to a crescendo. As Medusa battles her way through the other characters in the
Free Spins, more sticky Wilds fall as the symbol values rise – leading to the Hot 1 where Medusa
herself takes over.
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Target demographic

Fans of historical and mythology themes.

Players attracted to a volatile Free Spins feature with signi�cant pay out potential.

Players who appreciate the connected nature of the Free Spins, where each sticky that lands
improves the potential of the future spins.
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Game features

Respin 1 - Bonus Chance

Triggered by any 2 Bonus symbols landing in
the base game (randomly choses between 3
respin types) All wins are paid on triggering
spin. The reels containing the Bonus symbols
are held, while the other 3 reels are then
respun. All wins are then paid on the
completion of the respin. Free Spins can be
triggered if 3 or more Bonus symbols are
shown at the completion of the respin (i.e. if 1
or more additional Bonus symbols appear in
addition to the 2 triggering symbols).
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Free Spins

7 Free Spins are awarded with 3 or more
Bonus symbols landing the base game or at
the completion of a respin. The Bonus
symbols that triggered the feature become
Sticky On each Free Spin, the Sticky symbol
transitions to an opponent symbol which
Medusa battles - starting with PICF on Free
Spin 1. If any additional Bonus symbols land,
these also become Sticky and transition, and
then additional spin is awarded against that
opponent. Once no new Bonus symbols land,
the opponent is defeated and the Sticky
symbols transition to the next highest symbol.
The cycle continues until PICA has been
defeated. Hot 1. The �nal Free Spin is the Hot 1.
With all opponents defeated, Medusa herself
takes over the Stickys as a Wild for the Final
Free Spin. If any additional Bonus symbols
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land, these also become Sticky and another
spin is awarded with Medusa Wilds as the
Sticky.

Respin 2 - Medusa Wild

Triggered by any 2 Bonus symbols landing in
the base game (randomly choses between 3
respin types). All wins are paid on triggering
spin. The reels containing the Bonus symbols
are held, while the other 3 reels are then
respun. The Bonus symbols transition to be
Medusa Wild symbols with a standard 2x
multiplier. All wins are then paid on the
completion of the respin. Free Spins can be
triggered if 3 or more Bonus symbols are
shown at the completion of the respin (i.e. if 3
Bonus symbols appear on the 3 respun reels,
the triggering symbols no longer count).
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Respin 3 - Power Wild

Triggered by any 2 Bonus symbols landing in
the base game (randomly choses between 3
respin types). All wins are paid on triggering
spin. The reels containing the Bonus symbols
are held, while the other 3 reels are then
respun. The Bonus symbols transition to be
Medusa Wild symbols with an enhanced 5x
multiplier All wins are then paid on the
completion of the respin. Free Spins can be
triggered if 3 or more Bonus symbols are
shown at the completion of the respin (i.e. if 3
Bonus symbols appear on the 3 respun reels,
the triggering symbols no longer count)
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Game rules

WILD

WILD substitutes for all symbols except BONUS

All wins including WILD are 2x, this multiplier does not stack if more than 1 WILD symbol is present.

WILD will substitute for the symbol that creates the highest possible win.

 

BONUS

2 BONUS symbols anywhere triggers a Re-Spin

3 or more BONUS symbols anywhere triggers Free Spins

 

MYSTERY RESPIN

2 BONUS symbols anywhere on the reels triggers the Mystery Respin Feature.
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The 2 reels containing the BONUS symbol are held while the remaining 3 are re-spun once.

Respins are played at the triggering bet.

Free Spins can be triggered on a respin however the respin cannot be retriggered.

Depending on the Respin awarded, the BONUS symbols may transform in the following ways:

 

BONUS CHANCE RESPIN

The BONUS symbols do not transform.

 

MEDUSA WILD RESPIN

The BONUS symbols transform to WILD symbols for the respin.

 

MEDUSA POWER RESPIN

The BONUS symbols transform to WILD symbols for the respin and gain a 5x multiplier.
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FREE SPINS

Free Spins are triggered by 3 or more BONUS symbols anywhere at the completion of a base spin
or respin.

7 Free Spins are initially awarded including the Hot 1.

During Free Spins, the triggering BONUS symbols becoming a transforming Sticky symbol.

All 5 reels are spun, while all Sticky symbols transform to be the lowest character symbol.

If any new BONUS symbols land during this spin, they also become Sticky and an additional spin is
immediately awarded and played.

Once no new BONUS symbols land, the Sticky symbols transform to the next character symbol.

The same sequence continues through to the top paying character symbol.

Free Spins and Hot 1 are played at the same bet as the triggering Spin.

 

HOT 1

The �nal Free Spin is the Hot 1.
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All Sticky symbols become the WILD symbol for the �nal spin.

If any new BONUS symbols land during this spin, they also become Sticky and an additional Hot 1
spin is awarded.

When no new BONUS symbols appear, the Hot 1 is completed.

 

BUY BONUS

The player may opt to buy a Free Spins Feature.

The cost to buy is 100x bet per spin.

A spin is played that will trigger Free Spins Feature and Hot 1.

The triggering spin will have between 3 and 5 BONUS symbols to start the Free Spins Feature.

The Buy Bonus Free Spins play out as per the standard Free Spins and Hot 1 rules.

Buy Bonus RTP: 96.26%

 

GAME RULES
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All wins occur on the 15 paylines.

Base Bet equals the total bet divided by 20.

All wins pay left to right.

Coinciding wins are paid.

Only highest win paid per line.

All wins are as shown in the paytable value multiplied by the Base Bet.

Malfunction voids all pays and plays

RTP: 96.21%
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Payout

High symbols

5 - 1 500 €
4 - 200 €
3 - 35 €

5 - 500 €
4 - 100 €
3 - 25 €

5 - 250 €
4 - 75 €
3 - 20 €

5 - 200 €
4 - 50 €
3 - 20 €

5 - 150 €
4 - 25 €
3 - 15 €

5 - 150 €
4 - 25 €
3 - 12 €
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Low symbols

5 - 100 €
4 - 20 €
3 - 5 €

5 - 100 €
4 - 20 €
3 - 5 €

5 - 100 €
4 - 20 €
3 - 5 €

5 - 100 €
4 - 20 €
3 - 5 €
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Game menus

Game Panel

Expand this image

Menu - Go to Casino Lobby. Con�gurable per operator.A -

Bet Down - Decreases the total wager staked.B -

Spin - Places a bet based on current lines selected and bet per line; then spin the reels.C -
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Options Panel

Bet Up - Increases the total wager staked.D -

Autoplay - Opens Autoplay con�guration window, where the player can select the desired
number of autoplay.

E -

Balance - Displays the player’s current balance.F -

Win - Display the current win amount.G -

Expand this image

Home - Go to Casino Lobby. Con�gurable per operator.A -
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Info - Display info pages.B -

Autoplay - Opens Autoplay con�guration window, where the player can select the desired
number of autoplay.

C -

Bet Settings - Opens Bet con�guration window, where player can select the desired bet
amount.

D -

Game Settings - Open Game settings con�guration window.E -

Return to Game - Go back to Base Game.F -
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